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CHAPTER I 
· INTRODUCTION 
.· Population growth and success,. measured in terms of abundance 
and distribution of a species, is determined by a set of environ-
mental factors, any one of which may become limiting (Re-id, 1961). 
Organisms exist only where abiotic factors, .either through scarcity 
or overabundance, do not become limiting to their existence. Likewise, 
organisms increase mumerically when food and.basic habitat require-
ments are abailable. 
Benthic macroinvertebrates are presumably responsive to,one or 
more sediment characteristics which provide food, shelter or material 
for case building. The importance of organism~substrate relation-
ships in lotic. environments has been stressed in a recent review by 
Cunnnins (1964). Amounts of organic matter of the sediment may be 
too small to provide adequate nutrition for certain burrowing benthos. 
Likewise, organic matter may accumulate.too rapidly and cause anero-
biosis destroying many aerobic benthos. Certain intertidal inverte-
brates are limited in distribution by the particle size composition 
of the beaches (Weiser, .1958). Flocculent substrate. has limited t:he 
.burrowing of the mayfly Hexagenia limbata (Hunt, 1953). 
The objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that the 
·abundance of certain benthic dwelling invertebrates in a reservoir 
is related to one or more of several sediment characteristics. 
1 
Sediment parameters analyzed were sediment depth, particle size 
distribution, organic content, and hydrogen ion concentrationo An 
understanding of this relationship will aid in determining the 
distribution of the fish that feed on the benthos. 
2 
CHAPTER II 
L,I'I'ERATURE REVIEW 
S.ince. the turn of the century, .there have. been many studies 
directed at the substrate as an integral. part of the aquatic environ-
ment. Early studies, such as Baker (1918), we.re based on the.visual 
appearance of the s9bstrate rather than an analysis of characteristics 
such as particle size, organic content,. or hydrogen ion concentration. 
Well defined analytical methods in sediment studies were not widely 
used until later investigations, such as nenson (1962). 
Using descriptive methods,·Baker (1918) classified Lake Oneida 
substrate types as clay, .mud, sand, gravel, and boulder. Members 
of the family Tubificidae and the genus Chironomus .(Culicidae) .were 
found in all substrate types to a depth of 3.9 and 5 meters 
(13 and 15 feet), respectively. Hexagenia (Ephemeridae) was found on 
.sand, gravel, and mud substrates, and was restricted to depths 
between one and five meters (3 and 16 feet). There was no quantitative 
measurement of other environmental variables. Krecker and Lancaster 
(1933) classified photographed substrates from .the littoral zone ·of 
western Lake Erie, as clay, sand, gravel, f.lat rubble, angular rubble, 
and .. shelving rock. Chironomid larvae were found on all substrate 
·. types · to the maximum depth studies, . two meters (6 fee·t). ·Hexagenia 
(Ephemeridae) was limited to a depth of .46 meters (18 inches) on .a 
substrate called flat rubble. Environmental factors such as 
3 
temperature, oxygen, carbon dioxide and pH were uniform throughout 
the study.area.and were not·regarded as influential to the distri-
bution of the benthos, 
Milne (1943) regarded the distribution of caddis fly larvae 
in Waskesiu Lake, Saskatchewan, to be limiteµ by wave .action and 
wat~r depth, Interaction of these two factors.determined the 
substrate type thereby influencing the availability of casebuilding 
materials for larval c;addis flies, Based on descriptive. substrate 
classification, the greatest number of larvae were found associated 
with sand and submerged vegetation and the least number of larvae 
on the mud substrate, While no other environmental variables were 
measured, Milne suggested that other interactions may also have 
affected the distribution of the larvae, 
Hunt (1953) concluded that nymphs of Hexagenia limbata could 
not burrow.in fine sand unless it was mixed with a significant amount· 
of marl·and mud, Hunt: graded natural sediments in laboratory 
experiments with standard seives, Lyman (1955), working with 
members of the.same genus~ states that Hexagenia nymphs were 
sensitive to decre.asing concentrations of dissolved oxygen. a.nd 
were intolerant to sediment with high sand contentc Cole (1953) 
decided that oxygen depletion below the upper 1centimE::t.er of lake 
sediment in Douglas Lake, Michigan, limited the vertk~l distri-
bution of microbenthos in.the sedimento 
The lack of stande:rdiza.tion in sediment descriptolt's in early 
works make comparison of published works difficulto This difficulty 
was compounded .by a lack of discrimination between the effects of 
the substrate on.macrobenthos distribution patterns and the effect. 
4 
.of other environmental variables such as wave·action; temperature, 
.and.dissolved oxygen, concentrationo More recent works have followed 
well definedmethods of analysis and haveincluded·consideration of 
other environmental variables, 
Sublette (1957) gave an analytical description of: the sediment 
cenoses ·•found· in· Denison -Reservoir$ Oklahoma. and· Texas, and stated 
habitat' preferences· for annelids (soft. mud), Hexagenia (sand and· 
. mud) , Chaobortmre · (soft sediments) o Many species_ of· Tendipedidae 
. (=-Chironomidae,·were·collected; each.with.partic4lar habitat 
preferences,··· rending a ubiquitous distribution. to the. family .as. 
- a:whole·~ · · Hensen- (1962) related . the distribution of. tubificids 
· - collected· in·· the· Mackinac· straits area of ·the __ Great. La~es to the 
medi.an-phi·{ne:gative·logarithm· to base 2 of median:particle diarne.ter) 
of: the sediment;· ·Greatest· numbers of tubificids .. were_ found in 
· ·· sediments-with" a.·median phi a.round 3; 9 (fine to very fine sand on. 
the:Wentworth·scale)~· Swanson "(1967).studied:the environmental 
: factors: influent.ing the· distributi.on. and.:.abundance of Hexage.nia 
. in a:mainstrea.m impoundment· on. the. Mis1so1J1rJj. .... River,. and. found that 
· .·. with: the· ex-c.eption- of- isolated: are?s·:.of ,sand~ most -,of the substrate 
was suitable· for bunrrowing nymphso Swanson also found that depth~ 
d'issoived oxygen com::entration; _molar. action, and water levels 
were·alsolimitingto the distribution of Hexageniao 
5 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF LAKE CARL BLACKWELL 
Lake. Carl Blackwell (Figure .. 1) is located 11 kilometers· 
(7 miles) west of Stillwater, Oklahoma, on State Highway 51C, Reser~ 
voir construction began in. 1936 as a project of .the Works Progress. 
Administration, and was completed in 1938. The initial function of 
the reservoir was to provide a recreational facility, though it now 
serves as a water supply for the city of Stillwater. 
Maximum surface area of approKimately 1500 hectares (3700 acres) 
was attained at spillway elevation (283. 2 m, m. s .1.) in 1945 with an. 
approximate capacity of 80 million cubic meters (65,000 acre~feet) 
(Table I). The lake level decreased during the study from about 
280.8 m to about 279.2 m (m.s.l.). The mean lake elevation 280 meters 
(933.4 feet) above mean sea.level was.used in all figures and the 
following computations, 
The lower water level during this stu4y compared to spillway 
elevation reduced the surface area and the shoreline length by 40% 
or more. The reduction in shoreline length was sufficient to cause. 
a 50% decrease in shoreline develqpment index (Hutchinson, 1957). 
The mean depth was decreased by nearly one~third. The watershed to 
surface:area ratio at spillway elevation is insufficient to maintain 
water level at spillway.elevation except during years of.above·average 
rainfall. The watershed to surface·area ratio at an elevation of 
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TABLE I 
LAKE CARL BLACKWELL MORPHOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AT SPILLWAY (283.3 M) ELEVATION AND 
MEAN ELEVATION (280.0 M) DURING THE PERIOD OF STUDY, JUNE THROUGH SEPTEMBER, 1967 
Shoreline Surface Volume Mean Watershed Watershed to. 
length area (million depth area surface area Shoreline 
(km) (hectare) m3) (m) (sq km) ratio development. 
71.6 1486 79.9 2.94 172. 7 11.6 to 1 5.24 
42o5 856 33.9 2.00 173.3 20.2 to 1 2.42 
00 
280· meters· '(m·. s·~ 'l·.)' is · pr-obabiy-: suffi.--i::::Lent·· to· to:aintai:n· water level 
·· · · · ·even· during· years' of" below average rainfall, 
9 
CHA.PTER · IV 
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
,Thirty range lines were established between prominent points 
around the reservoir (Figure.2). The location of these transects were 
chosen to correspond to those of an earlier sediment study in the re-
servoir by Schrieber (1959). Schrieber's transects were used to pro-
vide ·a bases for measuring changing rates of sedimentation and stability 
of sediment, patterns. Rowev.e:t:", samples during the study were only 
collected from setes along 23 range lines because of the lower water 
level. There were 109 sampling sites located at the midpoints of 
75 meter (250.feet) intervals along each transect. 
In.June and October, 1967, ooze samples, benthos samples, 
and turbidity samples were collected and depth of sediment, surface 
and bottomwater temperature, surface and bottom dissolved oxygen, 
and pH were measured. During the months of August and September, three 
replicate samples of the same parameters were taken from randomly 
selected areas along Transects 1, 3, 5, 7, 18, and 22 to obtain 
a measure of variation within the sample sites. 
Relationships between the various parameters were explored by means 
of a multiple linear regression analysis. The data from each sampling 
period was analyzed separately, using biomass (wet weight) of the total 
benthos and biomass (wet weight) of each of the four major families 
(Chironomidae, Tubificidae, Ephemeridae, and Culicidae) as the 
10 
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dependent variables and the sediment parameters (sediment depth, parti-
cle size distribution, organic content, .and hydrogen ion concentration) 
as independent variables. Each regression could be expressed as: 
Y =a+ b1x1 + ... + biXi 
where ·Y is the biomass estimation of the macroinvertebrates, a is 
the Y intercept, bi is the ith regression coefficient and xi is the 
ith independent variables. The significance of the regression analysis 
was determined by an F test while the significance of individual 
independent variables, in terms of contribution to the regression 
analysis, was determined by a t test (Steel and Torrie, 1960:288). 
The coefficient of determination, defined as the percent of variation 
in the dependent variables attributable .to the col!lbined effect of the 
independent variables, was also calculated (Steel and Torrie, 1960:288). 
The triplicate samples of the summer period were analyzed by an 
hie.rarchic.al analysis of variance. to etl\t.imate the amount of wit.hin-
sample variance of the parameters (Appendix A). These analyses show 
that variation of replicate samples within 75 meter Bample sites was 
not statistically significant. 
Statis~ical analyses were performed on an IBM-7040 computer, 
with 32K memory, using a program adapted from.the IBM Scientific 
Su.b:routine Package. Add.itional statistical analyses, computations, 
and transformations were run on an IBM-7040 computer using programs 
written by the author and/or personnel of the Univers:i.ty Computer 
Center, Oklahoma State University. 'lrhese programs are given in 
Appendix B. 
CHAPTER V 
METHODS 
Physicochemical· 
Dissolvedoxygen and.temperature were-measured at the surface 
and .near. the bot·tom when sediment and .maI;roinvertebrates were 
colle_cted. ·· All oxygen and temperature determinations were made 
1 
with a galvanic.cell·oxygen analyzer •. Surface water.samples were 
.taken at·the·samplingstation~ to determine turbidity and pH. 
2 Field measurements of·pH were.made . .using.a:Hellige pH comparator. 
Turbidity·measurements_were made according to standard methods 
(APHA, 1965) · using a Jackson candle turbidimeter •. 
Sediment Collection 
The ooze sucker was _chosen-rather tha.nthe c.c;,re sampler for 
collection of sediment" samples. . The, former .. co],lects sediment at 
the sediment.:;.water interface; a zone.regarded.by the author as 
more• important to the distribution of benthic .. invertebrates than 
deposits some·distan~e below the sediment-water interface. 
1Precision Scientific· Co. , . Chic.ago, Illinois, 60647. 
2. Ha.ch Chemical Co., Des Moines, Iowa. 
13 
· Hunt .(:1953). states' that even large individual's- of Hexagenia sp? 
· would .no.e burrow· deeper than· 5 cm . (2 in,ches)" 
In opetation, the sampler is lqwered .. to the-bottom and tripped 
.by a messenger, allowing a squeeze·bulbto suck up the.sediment. 
from the sediment..:..water interface (Welch,, 19.48)~. The ooze· samples 
. were placed in quart ja:i;"s · and cooled in an ice .chest until they . 
.. could be· taken·to · th~ laboratory~ The .. ooze sucker·. was. rinsed 
thoroughly before reuseo At the laboratory, each sample was 
centrifugec:( for o~e ho{)(r at 2000 'rpmo The water was,. decanted 
from· the seq.tment· and; eacl:) sediment sample was placed in a plastic· 
·bagand.frozeno 
Particle Size Diameter of Sediment 
The hydrometer method· (Bouyoucos, 1927) .was used to determine 
.the·particle"size distribution of the samples<> The density of a 
suspension,·ts·a fum::tion·of···the amount of suspended matter, .. 
· Therefore';. meRsurements· of the. density of suspension at intervals· 
followin¥·nrixing·allows cakulation.of.the percentage by weight 
of soil p9rticlesremainingin.suspension.at themeasured deptho 
.. The diameter· of·· the : parti.ttdes .•. tha. t •.. have ... reached the measured depth 
in· the.fr· fail from the surface of the su~pension were, co:m.puted ,from 
.. Stoke's fo·rmula· (hre.:low)., Paorticles of greater diameter, or particles 
not st·arting:a.t the .surface of the suspensi10n, are below the measured 
depth·· at:· the·:: time ,the·•-irnading i:S' taken;;.:· -SinlC'.e: Stake.ts·· law is stated 
in terms of a single: spheriir!~l part:icle i .. the di1;,J.meters calculated 
by use. of. the formula. are thins EL <ll,f spheres which will have the 
same setd:J(.ng veiocfty as· the _sediment particles o 
14 
The procedure used to determine particle size diameter is 
modified from that giv7n by ASTM (1958), A 10-50 gm sample was 
thoroughly mixed with distilled water and a dispersing agent 
(sodium car1;,onate) to form a suspension total.ing 1000 ml. Parti-
cle~ began to.settle immediately after mixing ceased and the first 
hydrometer reading was made after 30 seconds, The second reading 
was made at the.end of 1 minute and subsequent readings were taken 
at 3, 10, 30, and 90 minutes, 4, 8, 12, and 24 hours, The grams 
per liter of sediment remaining in suspension was read directly 
from the hydrometer, and the effective diameter calculated from 
the formula (Bauer, 1937): 
D = / 30 
,/ 980 
N L 
T 
In the formula, D equals the dia.met.e.r of the ; particles in milli-: 
meters, G equals tq.e specif.tc gravity of the sediment, G1 equals 
the specific gravity of the liquid,. N equals the viscosity af·the 
liquid, and L equals the distance in centimeters through whkh the 
particles of diameteir·D have fallen, T, is the time in minutes from 
the start to the time the observation was madeo 
Calculatio~s of particle diameter were made by use of an 
IBM-7040 c:ompu,t1;:'ff, The output included a listing of input data~ 
the percent of sample in suspension for each reading, the. effective 
particle diameter for each reading, a listing by particle size 
group of the percentage in each group, the median phi va.lue, and 
the median partt.cle diameter (Figure 3), By use of a plotting 
subroutine, a semi-Logarithmic plot was obt~.ined of particle 
diameter (log scale)~ X axis 0 and~ on the Y axis~ the pe:ircent of 
15 
BLACKWELL 6-I II 
SAMPLE NO. 82 
TOTAL SAMPLE WEIGHT= 18.6 
HYDROMETER ND. 8 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY= 1.76 
RFADING ND. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TIME ELAPSED 
0.5 
1.0 
4.0 
10.0 
40.0 
60.0 
90.0 
650.0 
1390.0 
READING 
18.5 
18.5 
18.0 
16.2 
13.5 
11.4 
7.9 
1.8 
1.1 
COARSE SAND 
FINE SMlD 
COARSE SILT 
FINE SILT 
COARSE CLAY 
FINE CLAY 
VERY FINE CLAY 
MEDIAN PARTICLE DIAMETER 
MEDIAN PHI 
PERCENT OF SAMPLE 
99.46 
99.46 
96. 77 
87.10 
12. 58 
61.29 
42.4 7 
9.68 
5.91 
0.45 
0.95 
22.32 
60.89 
12.63 
1.38 
1.38 
0.04906 
4.34933 
Figure 3. Computer. dutput of Particle Size Calculations 
PARTICLE DIAMETER· 
0.10516 
0.07436 
0.03726 
0.02375 
0.01201 
0.00989 
o. 008 lR 
0.00312 
0.00214 
..... 
°' 
the sample finer than-a given,diameter. (Figure4) o · The particle 
size group percentages, the median phi value, and the median 
particle diamete:rwerealso obtained as punched·card output for 
use in the subsequent regression analyses a 
As Bouyoucos (1929) pointed out, the results of the hydrometer 
method agree·:with those obtc;tined by the pipette method, though the 
latter is still· considered as·· the only standard method by inves-
tigators in· some fii;dds o 
In accordance with the recommendations stated by.Cummins (1962), 
.. the results ~were reported in terms of. median .phi values, phi being 
the nega.tive·logarithmto·the base 2 of the particle diametero The 
median phLvalue has been used .in benthos studies. as an index to 
theparti.cle·size distribution in a.sample-0 In the statistical. 
analyses, the· median parrtic.l,e diameter was used_ to avoid the combi-
nation· of both a:rithmeticand logarithmic values in the calculations 0 
Organic. Content of the.Sediment 
17 
!here'· is no single method which can be considered as the · 
"standardu for· determination ,of'· organic. content. of soils or sediment a · 
The· wet oxida'tion has many advantages, . among, which are. simplicity 
and low cost, For these reasons, the procedure .which was used. in 
this·· investigatirm·was a modi.ficat.ion · of •. the Allison;;;.,Deturk chromic 
· acid oxidation"method (Melsted~ 1954) . .., Cummins (1962) stated that 
.the loss of weight on ignition methgd is.acceptable.for samples with 
low- clay ·.content~ This ··method .wa,s: evaluated .. for .comparison to I the 
chromic·ac.td·ox'ida:tion and was found to be greatly in error, 
presumably·because:of high clay cont~nt, 
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PARTICLE DIAMETER 
Computer Output Plot Showing the Percent of Sediment Sample 
Finer than a Given Particle Diameter 
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ex, 
The loss of weight on ignition procedure consists of drying 
the sediment· sample to. con$tant weight, heating in a. muffle furnace 
to oxidize ·.the carbon present and subsequent gravimetric. deter-
mtn:atd.0n.:of wei.ght lrosso. Although: still widely used because of 
its simpli::city· and convenience {Schnitzer, et aL, 1959) the 
procEidures·used are highly variable and the.method ha.s been consid-:-
ered. of· question:able value in many instanceso Utilizing pyrolysis 
curves· developed· by use of thermogravimetric proce.dures, Schnitzer, 
et .a.L (1959), ·reported· the· loss· of. all hygroscopic. moisture by 
heating to a·temperatureof 150 to 190 C.,. Organic.constituents 
began·decomposition at 210and 240 C a.ndwere usually completely 
combusted upon'"heating·to · 500' C; · lattice.,hel.d moisture was released 
after re-aching·a temperature of 550 C-0 .Sources.of .error in the 
loss in·ignition·proc:edures result.from the.choice of drying or 
ignition· temperatures o Heating to a constant weight at 100 C 
might no_t· eliminate all hygroscopi~ally bound. moistureo 
Moisture· retained after . drying .. would be dri'lren off upon 
ignition -and· would· cons ti tu te .. a positive error .giving .. higher 
apparent ·values for <OJ:tgamic contento On _the other hand, ignition 
temperatures above 500 C risks disrupting.the.clay.latUce and 
release:of lattice moisture which would produce.a.positive error 
in the' organic- ('.iOJntent~ determinatiot).S o .. Until. recently, thereforet 
inadequate· knowi·edge of•. proper drying .or ignition temperatures 
..... resulte_d in-~highly variable and ques:ti,!Olnable 1cesul.tso 
However; the·. re.po:rt 1by :Schn:jl tzer ~ .Blt aL (1.959) ~ provided a 
sound-basis for· app.li.c~tioiqt .. of. the ,correct .. drying .. and :i.gniitfon 
temperature· which should make. _the loss of weight upon igni.tion an 
19 
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effective, as well as accurate, procedure, Theloss of weight on 
ignition procedure, using drying temperatures of·l50 C followed by. 
ignition at 500 C for two hours, was evaluated for sediment sub-
samples taken from Lake Carl Blackwell by comparison with the chromic •. 
acid oxidation procedureo Twenty-two sediment samples from Lake 
Carl Blackwell were subdivided and analyzed for organic content by 
the loss of weight. on ignition met.hod. and the chromic acid oxi-
dation method. 
The loss of weight on ignition method gave values higher and 
more variable than those given by the chromic acid oxidation method 
(Table II). A paired t test (Steel and Torrie, 1960: 78) was 
performed on the data from Lake Carl Blac~well and it was deter-
mined that the two methods were statist~cally different (Table II)o 
On the basis of the results in Table II, the null hypothesis 
of no difference-between the methods would be rejectedo It would 
seem that the loss of weight on ignition method for determining the 
organic content of sediments as described in this study does not 
yield acceptable results when compared to the chromic,acid oxi-
dationa The organic content of Lake·Carl Blackwell sediment 
samples was similar to a . shallow~ turbid res~rveir in scn.tthe:rn 
Illinois described by Larson, et al, (1951)0 
pH of Sediment 
The measurement of pH was made following standard procedures 
as outlined by Jackson (1958). Electrometric measurement of pH 
TABLE. II-
A .STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF· THE LOSS ON IGNITION .. MET~OD WI'I'.H THE · 
CHROMIC ACID OXIDATION METHOD IN:LAKE-'.CARL BLACI<WELL AND A 
COMPARISON OF ORGANIC CONTENT IN LAKE CARL-BLACKWELL, 
OKLAHOMA.WITH CARBOJS!DALE.RESERVOIR,.ILLINOIS· 
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... ·- . - .. --------........ ----··..,-..... -.... -- .... · .... L .... a_k_e..._C_a_r,-;.l ... B ....l .... a .... c .... k .... w-e-1-1-----C-a-r-b-o-Il,-da-: _l_e .... R ..... e_s ... e""'t_v_o_i_r_l 
Statistic 
Mean 
Maximum 
Minimum. 
Standard 
deviation· 
Coefficie"Q.t of-: 
· variability 
. t0 =-1L06 
Losts.:on·Tgnition' · -Wet:,0x;:4:d•a1Jinft.,. Wet Ox;idation 
6020% 1.01% Oo 72% 
9060% 1.27% 1.12% 
1,00% Oo32% 0,32%,. 
2,20% 0~25% 0,24% 
, 35 0.97%. 24,00% 33000% 
t· = ~.831 
,01, 21 df 
1statistics .computed.from data:given by Larson, et al., 195L 
was made with a glass electrode pHmet~r3 using a sample of 1:1 
ratio of sediment and distill.ed water-0 A high flow reference 
electrode4 wa.s·used to ·overcome··. the. high.visc.0sityof.the sampleso 
A regular referenceele-ctrode was first usedbut it became clogged 
with the sediment and gave highly erratic resultso The pH of the 
raw ooze.samples was alsome~sured as they arrived.at the laboratory 
as an estimate of .the sediment pH.at the.sediment.;.,water.interface, 
The pH va.lues were converted to hydrogen ion concentration .for all 
computiltions·and statistical,analyseso 
Specific Gravity 
Specif::j.c gravity·was measured by the procedure modified from 
ASTM {1959)0 A known weight of dry sediment,. approximately Oo5 gm, 
which passed a #20 seive was plac.ed in a 50 mLvolumetric .flask and 
covered with about .40 ml of distilled water°'_ .. The sample was 
aspirated to ·.·remove air entrapped in .. the sample and .. distilled 
water w-as used to·· fill the flask, The b(0)ttle was weighed <Cm an 
analytical balanceo 
Benthi.c Macroinvertebrates · 
BenthiG macrnrinvertebrates were collected from 109 
sample sites in. June a.nd October from 23 .trans.e,c,ts at 75 meter 
(250 · feet) intervals o Through .. the months of July and September, 
triplicate·sampLesweretakenin randomly selected sampling areas 
3Bec.kman Instrument Coo 
4 Beckm~n ·· catalogue·· number: 40463, 
22 
23 
on.tra.nse:cts 1, 3, 5; 18, _and 22. All-samples were,taken with a· 
38. 7 ·cmc (6"' inch) square :Eckman· .dredge· and _.screened. through a. 1130 
sei ve ., ·screened .. samples were : preserved· in· 10% .. fot:malin in . the 
.field a.nd·sorted·fn·the·laboratory~ .. Benthic;invertebrates were 
key·ed to family; · coun.te_d, : and' esti.m:a.tes of .to:t~l wet ·and. tota,l. dry 
.. weight ,.were· obtained for. each of.: tbe four .major :f.aµdlies, Ephem-
.eridae~ Cultcidaet Tubificidae, and Chironomidae ... Dry .weight was 
·oqtained·'by.·drying·presierved.speci_mens at 105 C to conE;1tant weight •. 
Depth of Sediment 
·· Th:e· d·ep·th·· of· sediment-was ;_measured ;with ,.the. spud bar (Figure 5). 
The·spud··bar, ·· d:i;-opped ·from the boat, _would penetrate: the. sedime_nt 
. tq the-,,o;rig-i:nal lake :floo~~' Up~n -retrieval,. the, depth. of sediment 
' was·measared" to·· the·nea:rest · .. 03,meters. ( .. 1 feet) by· visually . 
.. ,. ,: examin±n:g' di:fferences .. in · texture and colo~ of the ·material · adhering 
to. the bar.' 
I 0- FOOT SPUD -f l--7 5/i' 
FLAT-m-ll(i' 
/GROOVE MACHINED 
- ,,,,-- SE! DETAIL I A' 
GROOVE AND NUMBER 
REFER TO TOP Of 
EACH TENTH CUP 
-· ,,-SEE DETAIL 11' 
SPUD TO,K MACHINED 
FROM IEST QUALITY 
CAS!•HARD!N!D 
STIEL ROD 
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DETAIL 1 A1 
DETAIL 1 1 1 
Figure 5,. Diagr&:l'.matic Repres(mtation cf tre Spud Bar Used for }"foasurM 
ing Depth of Reservoir Sediment 
CHAPTER VI 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 
A multiple correlation analysis between organic content of the 
sediment and the particle size .divisions showed that the percent of 
organic material was at .. all ti,mes, positively correlated to the fine 
silts and clays and negatively correlated to.the coarse silt and. 
sands, Because the~e correlat:ions indicate a definite break in 
substrate·characteristics (about.phi.~· 6) the sediment was divided. 
into. 2 groups: 1) coarse sand and fine silt and 2) fine· silt and 
clays. The dichotomy occ~red between phi values of 6 (sands and 
coarse silt) a~d 7 (fine silt :and clays). A multiple correlation 
analysis indicated that the distri~ution of these particle classes 
was correlated to the depth of water, This statistica,l analysis 
was substantiated by.visual inspection of iso-organic·contours 
(Figures 10 and 11). The coarser sediments·(phi values of 6 or 
larger) are in shallow water. Table III gives the percentages of 
total area covered by each particle size group. 
Coarser particles are deposited soon after they enter the 
reservoir whether they are transported by streams or slope runoff, 
while the finer particles which. tend to remain in suspension longer 
al;'e·deposited in deeper water. Wave action also inhibits permanent 
deposition of.finer sediments in shallow waters. Minimum median 
phi values of 4 were recorded in near shore areas in October. 
25 
. TABLE ·III 
PERCENllGE.~OK,LA.KE:'.":AREA.'COV:E:R:ED'~BY'THE'-~TWO.::·sEDIMENT· SIZE 
. "'~ GiOTJPS AT ·.-.LAKE .'.ELEVATIONS. OF 280'''.METERS" (m·. s • 1.) AND· 
. AT.:SPJ:LL'WAY-:ELEVATION'. (283 ~- z· METERS, ·m. s .1.) 
June· October 
26 
Phi value 2830 2 m 280· mi:'. 283,2 m.- 280 m1 
Less thaQ. 6 31.8 · 58.8 25a2· 46.6 
6 ar. ·:Larger,. 22,,3 41.1. 2808 53o3 . 
At the same time, maximum values of· 9 were found i.n deeper water 
. . . 
areas on Transects 2 and·4; Phi values from various transects 
from the October- samplin-g period. (Figure· 6) support the ci;mclusions · 
made' from the Jim~· samples - (Figure 7), ··that.is, coarser particles 
were most·abundant·fn·n~arshore areas; and finer-particles in the_ 
deeper: wa·ter portions·- of the _transect. 
The: amoo:nt ·of sample·_compos:i.ng ea_ch particle size group ,_was 
fairly constant'du.ring the June sa.mpleso This constant·dis;tribution 
gave·a·less variable median phi value (Table IV), On the other 
hand;; -- during -the· October samples, the maximum median phi value 
(indicating finest sediments) ·and_ the minimum .median phi value 
(indicating·the·coarsest sediments) were,foun<;l in deep and shallow 
water're~pec-ttvely, indicating that some degree of sediment particle 
Depth of Sediment anqSediment Cycling 
·ome" of t:he\ aims 01f··this, study was ·t,l compare long term rates . 
of sedi.mentation with an earlier .sediment ._s.tudy·.on ,Lake Carl 
Blackwell (Sch:riebeni: ~ 1958) o · However~ eomparison .with Schrieber' s 
work was not possible because of __ the large .difference. in lake 
levels between the two studies~ Sediment in over 40% of the lake 
could not be measured in this study due to the low water level, 
Calculation· of long .. term sedimentation rates since . the construction 
of tbie· dam were likewise meaningless because much of the. lake_ could_ 
not be measured, 
A. sh1:i-:rt·· term compa.r:il.s()n ot sediment depth .. is possible lbetween 
the 0 Jume and 6Jc:to,ber samples, There was little·runoff,during the 
27 
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TABLE lV 
MEANS·AND STANDARD·DEVIATIONSOF_ THE-MEDIAN PARTICLE· 
DIAMETERS·· F0R:.THE·,JUNE' AND OCTOBER.SAMPLES 
Statistic June October· 
Med1an- partic],e ·· diameter (nun) .. 0 ;046 . 00028· 
S tanq.ard . devia tioi+ 0 0 031, 
30 
study, yet the amount of sediment varied nearly 1.5 million cubic 
meters .(about 700 acre-feet) (Table V), There.was variation in the 
location of contours of equal sediment depth, although the general 
pattern was evident (Figures 8 and 9)o 
During the sampling period which extended from June to October, 
wave action appeared to cau!;ie suspension of near shore sediments 
and deposition in deeper watero Turbidity and depth of sediment 
measurements support this conclusion,. For example, on Transect 2, 
several centimeters of near shore.sediments present in June were 
absent in Octobel'.:', There was, however;"''a significant increase in 
the depth of sediment at some distance from the shoreo Comparison 
of the depth of sediment for some of the major transects between 
June and October shows more sediment present in October (Figure 8) 
than in June (Figure 9), at least in the deeper water portions 
of the transectso Transect 5 was the only exception to this 
generalization. The first sample site was always on the north 
side of the lake and was therefore.exposed to wide expanses of 
open water resulting in heavy wave action from the prevailing south-
west winds, Reid (1961) describes a similar phenomenon.causing 
formation of a littoral shelf by suspension of small particles from 
beaches by wave action in a period of high wave activity and 
deposition offshore in areas of less turbulence. 
A second type of sediment redistribution may occur when 
floccuient seqiments suspended by wave action at the western end 
of the reservqir are moved by wind-created currents toward the 
eastern end of the reservoiro Sediment resuspension ,was described 
by Jackson an4 Starrett (1959) for Lake Chautauqua, Illinoiso 
31 
TABLE·V 
PERGEN'f':· OF .. TOTAL AREA,,.AN.l:h AGRE~EE.!:J:C·:OF: &EB.;I:MEN'J;'c ·IN·· E:ACH ·DE-P'l:H OF""'iiID±MENT, CONTOUR: .. 
·· .·ALL··GA:fuCUL:ATTONS·· ARJi/,BASED:·.ON·"MEAN::WAT:ER·tfllVE-:f.:."·E>URIN®,•~HE-S~¥':"·(°:280:·m,,;:m.;;.s .• L.) ·.• 
1967 October 1-96 7 
Contour (fe,et) .. Percent,• .. ·Aere .... feet0 .Percent Acre-feet 
1 63c0· 666.8 76.5 1828.6 
2 2208 1203.4 19.5 412.2 
3 9.8 724.4 3.1 65.5 
4 4o2 308.5 0.4 805 
5 LS 171.0 0.5 . 47.7 
Total (Acre-feet) 3074.1 2362.5 
Total (Cubic meters x 106), 3.6 2o2 
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Return currents, moving from east to west along the bottom of the 
reservoir, may be strong enough to resuspend light flocct,1lent 
material from the sediment-water interface •. Further investigation 
would be necessary to determine the actual.resuspension mechanisms. 
Organic Content of Sediment 
35 
Values obtained for the organic content of the sediment ranged 
from 2.5% on Transect 1 in June to 0.6% on Transect 26 in October 
(Figures 10 and 11). The largest concentrations of profundal.organic 
matter were associated with deeper water collection sites. The 
overall mean organic content was 1.22% in June and 1.94% in October. 
The increase between June and October amounted to 59% of the 
organic·· material present in June, . The· difference between the two 
means was tested with a "t test" for unpaired observations (Steel 
and Torrie, 1960: 72) and was determined to be statistically 
different (ta:= 12.66, t,OOl, 89 df = 3,420). 
Sediment in Lake Carl Blacl~well can. be. considered average in 
organic.content when compared to the results of other investigators 
using chromic acid oxidation procedures in midwestern reservoirs 
(Table VI)o 
Both allochthonous and autochthonous material were present in 
June; the autochthonous material which was not yet decomposed, 
and allochthonous material which was washed into the lake by 
spring rains prior to the study. Minimal runoff between June and 
October prevented further introduction of allochthonous materials, 
but autochthonous materials would have been produced at a high 
rate during the same interval. Catabolism and decomposition of 
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TABLE VI 
A COMPARISON .OF CHROMIC ACID DETERMINATIONS OF MEAN 
ORGANIC :-CONTENT OF MIDWESTERN. RESERVOIRS 
Investigators. 
Larson, et al.' 1951 
Stall, e~ al.' 1954 
Stall; et ale' 1951 
Stall~ et ale' ],.,953 
Stall, et al., 1952 
Larson, .et al., 1951 
Brown, et al~, 1947 
St"ail and Melsted, 1951 
Pres-ent .Study--June 
Present·. Study--October 
Mean Organic; 
Reservoir ,Content (%) 
Carbondale Resa, Ill.. 0.79 
Crab Orchard Lake; Ill. . ; L.08 
West Frankfort Res., Ill. 1.29 
L. Carthage, Ill, 1.86 
L. Calhoun, Ill. 
Lo Bracken, Ill. 
L. Decatur, IlL 
La Chautauqua, IlL. 
Lo Carl Blackwell, Okla. •. 
L. Carl Blackwell, Okla., 
2 0 37 . 
2,67 
3,05 
1.23 
1,94 
38 
organic mat·erfal•·did··not·equ~1···thehigh rate·o·f produ~Uon durit1g 
this period and.· the accumulation of· material was seen .as an increase. 
in the mean-·org"liinic ·.cont·ent ·o:f···the .sediment. 
pH of·the Sediment. 
The ·pH "of the sedime11t··va.r:ied ind·e-penden:tly· of the pH. of· the 
sur:f:ace·.wa.ter .• The•surface·.water pH remained at 8.4 throughout the 
duratfon···of·· th~· study· while· the pH ·of t~e ··sediment ·waa inversely 
correlated·:with0 ·the · depth :pf· the water.: 
The·maximutl).·- sediment pH··valoe ,obtained ._in ·the·. spr:f_ng samples 
was· 8.48 {Transect· 8, .Area 1, depth c:,~ .1.25 m), and th.e minimum 
value··waEr:6092 ·(Transect 18·;··Ar~a 7., .depth of-3;3 m). · ·Considerable 
variatioU"occured both·along·transects a11d between tran-sects, though 
the lower·va·lu.es· were .. usually found :i;n·deep-er·water .. o In .the fall 
samples, · the maximum was 8. 35 fo·r a, sample · taken 'from Area 3 ~ 
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·Transect:! in:4~3-·m of:water·.while t:he·mi.nimum·pH•of-6o18·~(rransect 6, 
. Area_ 3) was ·found· in 6'~0 m of watero_ · Once again~· the lowe:t pH 
.values·were fo.undifor deeper·water.areaso ... 
Factors·· a:f,'fecting .the pH of· tlre sediment. wotrl.d. be the · type of · 
·sediment, · t.'q.e ·,amount of· organic matt.er in .. the .sediment, and . the 
amount ·of ·:d-4::ssolv'ed:·o~gen ·present t:o_· allo'lir aerob.i:c·decomposition 
of the sedim·ent.·. ·•· ·The ·greater amount of .organic matter. in the·· 
deeper water· c(luld ··supply. suffi.cient., oxygen .demand at· the sediment-
wa ter · inter£:ace · t:o ·create. anoric conditions.· and. iDcrease the 
hydriogen :, ion··:· concentia tion-. of : the·: sediment: b'.Y-: pr.oduie t:ion of addic 
end-products~ : · Eviden,~e; for tl;l_is ···1s .. giv.eniby .. a .highly· significam.t 
po s i tiv·e- corriada. tion ··between : hyd reg en , _ion .. ·conteeti tra t ion ; and the ·· 
organic.content, ·Highly significant negative·correlations were 
. found between ·hydrogen ton:concentrati.ons and each of. the particle 
size fractions of coarse sa.nd, fine' sand, and·coarse silt, Highly 
signific,imt··posttitre·· correiations·were· found for· the .finer particle 
size fractions· and· the ·hydrogen ion ··cQncentrat::ion: of the sediment, 
If · the· hydrogen ±on· c.oncentratfon is· determine·d in part by the 
organic matter;· then·· the·particle size c.orrelation. is not related 
to: particle·, s'ize per ~ but rather to orgc;1.nic, matter which is 
found·in:the smal·hir particles, 
Turbidity 
Turbidj_t:y·concentrations varied.along,the·transects.and along, 
the·east"'-west axis of the lake, These variations seem to be related 
·to·the depth·of'water·and degree of .exposure.to wave action, A 
maximut11 · torbidi ty of 180 ·was mes.sured on Transect 8 in one-half 
· meter ::of water during the· Octol;,er sampling period, .. Other high 
turbidity readings ·wet·e obtained from shall.ow e'.}{posed wind-swept. 
areas · (Table VII) , 
As there was li.ttle runoff dur:tng the study~ .mo.st of the .. 
·turhid±ty·tn·thesurface waters was due towind·induced currents 
·a~d· shore'.l,.irte ·ertisfon~ ··· Ja.ckson and· Star·irett {1959) . reported that 
turbidity· over 150 ppm on Lake Chautauqua,. .. Illinois. was largely 
attributable··to '. part:tc.ulate·mattet .. re.suspended by strong winds., · 
.Lake·ChautaQqua~ as it was described.by.Jackson.and:Stairicett {1959), 
. is. similar-to a·· portion· of tb+e ·. western .. end of Lake. Ca.rl Blackwell, 
where a la:rge·area was less than OJ\le meter in depthc 
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TABLE VII 
TURBIDITY OF LAKE CARL BLACKWELL,, JUNE'AND·OCTOBER, 1967 
June October 
Tr an sect' Number'"· <Ma:8::imum ·Minimum ·Mean · Maximum. ··Minimum Mean 
1 14 20 . 20 20 60 40 49 
2 14 35 20 26 51 28 35 
3 8 20 20 20 40 26 35 
4 9 ,20 20 20 48 29 38 
5 5 38 25 31 42 20 30 
6 8 52 28 44 50 32 40 
7 5 115 . 99 106 100 90 92 
8 1 122 180 
12 6 30 20 24 50 28 44 
,,·,13 3 .35 ,, 20 26 · 48 36 41 
14 1 45 47 
16 1 25 20 
17 ,1 -- · .30 38 
18 8 32 20 28 50 30 35 
22 2 27 26. 26 38 31 34 
23 1 30 78 
24 5 42 40 41 40 30 36 
25 7 47 . 20 27 38 · 20 31 
26 1 -- 50 31 
27 1 41 30 
28 2 55 . 51 53 70 70 10 
29 2 68 48. 58 80 ··80. 80. 
According to Jackson and Starrett (1959), the,bottom of Lake. 
Chautauqua ·wai!? covered by a loose, .flocculent "false bottom" which 
was easily placed in suspension by a slight ._disturbanceo In three 
of four sediment samples analyzed.by Stall and Melsted (Jackson and 
Starrett;· 1959) partic~es of less than, 20 mtcroi;i."S·composed about 
80% of ·.the sampleso In the .majority of. samples col:J.ected in. the 
study .. on·· Lake' Ca~l ·Blackwell, 50% or l!lOre of each samp:l:e was .composed 
of p1;1rticle·s 20·mi~rons .in diameter or smallerb · On·, Transect 8, 
when the. ma.ximum· .turbidity was recor~ed,, 82%-· of ·the. particles in 
the sedime~t--water interface were finer·- than 20 microns o 
Dissqlved Oxygen 
Dissolved oxygen was plentiful'in.all·pa.rts of,the lake at 
· all depths '.during June·· (Tab'le.VIU}q ·The· lake -stratif:t-ed for 
about a weekin late·Ju.ly, and deplet:i,onof oxygen occured below 
7 meters~ This· temporary strat;ification is attribute.cl to. the 
absence· of· stripng winds which a::re g~ner~lly .P·revalent;· in the summer. 
sea.son;·· Thougl:i ·· this' condition persisted for only ar short, timef 
large areas of the .reservoir were affeetei;L · During September and. 
October, oxygen was again abundant"in.the·d~eper·water and bottom 
oxygen: .levels were· above , 3 o 3 ppm (Table IX) o 
It ·is _pointed 01\Jlt by Frem~ing .. (.19.60,} that .ther·e is oft4;!.n an.· 
oxygen .depie-tion at .the ,sediment":e'water int:erf.arce in the micro-
habitat ::of·benthk ·i,n.acroinvertebrates which .:woulc;l .affect the· 
.. distribution ... of .some J)entbi.c. o:rgam.is:ms<> . Sue]) oxygen depletion. 
would pro ~ably·· not : be -detec. ted by . the . metho«i;l .be.ilJLg . used o This 
type· of" oxygen··deplet:ion ;Would be attril?t1,ted to the oxidaUon of 
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TABLE- VIII 
SURFACE·AND B0TTOM DISSOLVEI)OXYGEN-CONCENTRATIONS 
OF -LAKE ·cARL>BLACKWELL~ _ JUNE~ ... 1967. _--
Surface Surface Surface Bottom Bottom Bottc;,m -
Transect Number Maximum - Minimum Mean. Maximum Minimum Mean. 
1 14 605 2o_l ·· 306 40-8 2o4 3o2 
2 14 9o4 801 8.8 806' 602 7ol, 
3 8 11.1 10.1-- 10.5 - ·10. 7 - 3o~ 5.-7 
4 9 -- lLl · 9.9 10.4 10.4 ' 2 .·!, 5o5 
5 5 5.0 2.0 3.1 3.8 2.1 __ 3.0 
6 7 lOol 9 .-3, 9.8 10.l ·s.o 6.8 
7- 5 lQ.4 9.7 10.0 10._2 5.Q 9 o·9 · 
8 1 9.4 9.4, 
12 6 9,6 - 9.4 9 .-5 . 9~0 6 o_l 8.2 
+3 3 10.3 10.1 10.2 9.4 1o8 8.4 
14 1 8.9 8.9 
16 1 
! 
807 7.1 
17 1 806 806 
18 - 8 1L5 9o4- 10.0 9.2 4o2 7.6 
22 2- 3.5 208 3.1 3.-9 1.5 2.7 
23 l 606 3o9 
24 5 9o2 808· 9.0, -- 901 3.-0 802 
25 7 9.2 3.7 602 9.3 3.0 601 -
26 -- 1 208 206 
27 1 9.2 9.2 
28 2 808- 807 8.7 8 0 .5 8.-3 - 804 
29 2 9.2 8.8- 9 0 0 - 8.4 7.8 801. --
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TABLE IX 
DISSOLVED OXYGEN CONCENTRATIONS ME:ASUR:ED ·F€}R.".·Al:.L TR:ANSE€TS· IN.OCTOBER . " 
>.··,_· .• :. __ _.i:,'\.:., .. ·: •.... 
·· Surface . Surface Surface Bottom Bottom Bottom 
Transect .. Number· ·:Maximum· · Minimum·.···· ·· 
·Mean•• ·Maximum · Minimum. Mean 
1 14 .Sol_ ·'"'.'1,./5-· 7.8 8.D 1i:1 .... 6.7 
2 14 . 12 0 8 5.8 10.8 12.0 6.4 10.~ 
3 8 ... - .1406 -11, 9 14.0 1406 11,9 13.9 
4 9 .l4o9 -14.l 14.7 14.4 13.8 14.1 
·:; 
5 5 7.5 .6.3 7.2 7.6 6.1 7o2 
6 7 .16, 5 .l4o6 .15.1 15.l l4ol 14.6 
7 5 7.4 7.0 7.2 7o4 7o2 7o3 
8 1 7.1 7.1 
12 6 12.4 . 11. 7 12.0 12.,2 12.0 l2ol 
13 3 -1306 .13.6 .13. 6 13.6 .13.6 1306 
-- .14 1 3.5 3.5 
. 16 l 3.8 3.8 
17 1 306 3.3 
18 8 16.1 .15.2 .1506 16ol 15o5 l5o7 
22 .2. 3,5 3.5 3o5 3,6 3o5 3.6 
23 1 ... -- 3~6 3,5 
24 5 -1508 .15.5 15.6 1508 15,5 1506 
25 7 .15.9 .15.2 .15.5 15.8 15.2 15.6 
26 l 15.2. 15,2 
27 1 8.0 8.0 
28 2 7.5 7.4 7.4 7o5 7.4 7o4 
29 2 7.6 7.6 706 7.6 7.6 7.6 
· · - erg~nic·imate-ria.ls: i1r the· sediment;·· i1:,r· areas whe_re· c~rrents or 
turbulence· cl(;'luld · not replell.ish ··the· o~gen supply o 
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CHAPTER VII 
MACRO INVERTEBRATES 
A total of 301 benthic samples .were collected during the study .. 
Thirteen families were collected, but Ephemeridae (Ephemeroptera), 
Chironomidae.(Diptera), Tubificidae (Annelida), and Culicidae 
(Diptera), composed 99035% of the total number and therefore most. 
of the biomass. Other families collected were Sphaeriidae (Mol-
lusca), Unionicolidae (Mollusca), Poduridae (Collembola), Hydracnidae 
(Hydracarina), Arachnidae (Hydracarina), Diplodo~tidae (Hydracarina), 
Tabanidae (Diptera), Tipulidae.(Diptera), and Perlidae (Plecoptera)o 
The four most abundant families were chosen for comparison with 
the sediment parameters. Mean dry weight for each taxa was determined 
from wet weight.to dry weight conversion factors.from three samples 
of 10 individuals from each taxon (Table X). 
In June a,maximum number of 1976 individuals per square meter 
(all families included) was.collected on Transect 4, in Area 4 
(Table XI), In October, the maximum number per square meter, 7318 
individuals, was fo~nd on Transec~ 1 in Area 5 (Table XII). 
In Juue, Transect 7 had the highest mean number of individuals 
per square meter, 660 individuals, while in October, the maximum 
mean value .of 31~6 individuals per square meter per transect was 
founq on.Transect 22 (Table XII)o 
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TABLE X 
BIOMASS DETERMINATION AND WET WEIGHT-DRY WEIGHT CONVERSION 
FACTORS FOR THE FOUR COMMON FAMILIES OF MACROBENTHOS 
Family 
Chironomidae 
Tubificidae ,· 
Epheme·fidae 
Culicidae· 
Average· 
wet., 
weight(mg) 
per individual 
1. 7 
Average· 
dry. 
weight:(mg) 
per individual. 
L8 
0.1 
Conversion 
factor 
wet,to ·dry weigh,t 
0.125 
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TABLE XI 
MEANS AND RANGES OF NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS COLLECTED PER METER 
SQUARE ON EACH TRANSECT IN JUNE 
Transect Area Total Chironomidae Culicidae Ephemeridae Tubificidae 
1. 14 387 194 55 43 95 
43- 818) 43- 474) 0- 215) 0- 215) 0- 301) 
2 14 415 234 18 28 135 
172- 904) 86- 517) 0- 129) 0- 215) 0- 387) 
3 8 592 307 38 11 237 
258- 94 7) 86- 646) 0- 129) o;. 86) 43- 431) 
4 9 592 196 110 33 254 
258-1076) 43- 387) 70- 560 0- 86) 86- 603) 
5 5 517 112 26 78 301 
215- 732) 86- 129) 0- 86) 43- 129) 86- 473) 
6 7 341 175 37 80 49 
129- 603) 0- 301) 0- 86) 0- 129) 0- 215) 
7 5 660 215 26 266 26 
387- 775) ( 172- 258) 0- 86) ( 172- 431) 0- 129) 
8 1 517 172 43 215 86 
12 6 524 230 7 14 273 
129-1205) 43- 517) 0- 43) 0- 86) 43- 689) 
13 3 416 230 14 14 158 
172- 732) 86- 301) 0- 43) 0- 43) 43- 431) 
14 1 646 517 0 129 0 
16 1 646 431 0 43 172 
18 8 334 16f 0 65 108 
258- 603) 36- 344) 43- 172) 0- 387) 
22 2 280 43 215 0 n 
86- 474) ( 0- 430) 0- 43) 
23 1 129 86 0 0 43 
24 5 293 164 34 26 9 
129- 689) 43- 430) 0- 129) 0- 43) 0- 172) 
25 7 337 143 29 86 79 
215- 474) 0- 387) 0- 129) 0- 215) 0- 215) 
26 1 172 43 0 86 43 
27 1 43 43 0 0 0 
28 2 280 151 0 108 22 
258- 301) ~1129- 172) 86- 129) 0- 43) 
29 2 387 237 0 129 22 
301- 474) ( 172- 301) 86- 172) 0- 43) 
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TABLE XII 
MEANS AND RANGES OF NUMBERS OF INDIVIDUALS COLLECTED PER METER 
SQUARE ON EACH TRANSECT IN OCTOBER 
Transect Area Total Chironomidae Culicidae Ephemeridae Tubificidae 
1 14 1921 120 1638 62 101 
29-2041) 0- 430) 0-7232) o- 129) 0- 215) 
2 14 1935 207 1581 3 144 
215-5080) o- 560) 43-4649) o- 43) 0- 258) 
3 8 2618 572 1759 22 265 
(1507-3961) 301- 818) (1076-3057) 0- 129) 86- 603) 
4 9 1162 201 751 19 191 
258-2497) 0- 517) 0-2454) 0- 86) 0- 603) 
5 5 1291 121 1061 26 138 
48-2109) 0- 258) 43-1851) 0- 86) 0- 301) 
6 7 2433 194 1342 136 161 
603-3788) 43- 517) 43-3100) 43- 215) 43- 215) 
7 5 990 121 431 318 121 
646-1722) 0- 258) 86- 818) 129- 516) o- 344) 
8 1 1461 215 517 258 474 
12 5 930 215 551 52 112 
172-2325) 0- 732) 86-1378) 0- 86) 0- 258) 
13 3 818 273 688 72 115 
387-1636) 172- 387) 86-1076) 0- 129) 0- 215) 
14 l 947 172 172 387 215 
16 1 947 172 387 86 301 
17 1 818 215 0 474 129 
18 8 1178 188 630 161 199 
344-2325) 0- 517) 0-1636) 43- 215) 0- 689) 
22 2 3186 194 2949 43 0 
430-5941) 86- 301) 258-5640) 0- 86) 
23 l 301 0 0 43 258 
24 5 1313 265 964 43 100 
129-4563) 43- 603) 0-3918) 0- 172) 0- 387) 
25 7 434 62 133 105 135 
86- 646) 0- 129) 0- 431) 0- 215) 0- 301) 
26 1 344 129 86 43 86 
28 2 732 151 280 151 151 
646- 818) 129- 172) 129- 430) 129- 172) 86- 215) 
29 1 129 0 0 129 0 
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The meE!,n number per square meter for the entire reservoir in 
June was · .. 83 individuals, while in October, the ;i.nean. number per square· 
meter was 256. Tables XI and XII give the means and ranges of 
numbers per square meter for each transecto Craven (1967) found 
about 700 individuals per square meter in June and about.1000 
individuals per square meter in October in Boom.er Lake o 
The June samples wer;e dominated by the .abundance. of Chironomidae 
(x = 211·individuals/square.meter) and Tubificidae .. (x = 135 indi-
viduals/square meter) (Table XIII), The population structure 
changed in October when Culicidae (x = 1029 individuals/square 
meter) were the major componento At all times, Ephemeridae 
constituted a small percent of numbers, though they were of major 
significance in terms of biomass" 
Chironomidae 
In the June.samples, the family Chironomidae was J:>y far the 
most abundant family collected (Table XI)o Tlie highest average 
number per square meter, 517 individuals, per transect was found 
on Transect 14 in shallow (Ll m) watero The greatest number of 
individuals per square meter was found on.Transect 3, where 646 
individuals were collected from Area 4. 
The October sampling 1t."esembles the June samples in both tq.e 
number and distribution of Chfronomidae, Th:1,s similarity would 
indicate that the population of Chironomidae in Lake Carl Blackwell 
is relatively stable o The· average. number per square meter fo·1t 
the entire ·reservoir in June. was 194, while in October·, the number 
was 180. 
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TABLE XIII 
PERCENT OF TOTAL NUMBER CONT.RIBUTED · BY EACH: TAXON 
Sampling 
·. ~eriod. Chironomidae Culicidae Tubificidae EEhemeridae Total 
June 47.9 7.6 27.1 17.0 99.6 
October 14;3 60,5 15.1 10.0 99.9 
Tubificidae. 
u '.,,. ·~ : •• .... ·- • : ••••• 
Tubificids were· abundant·· in the· deeper:· water· transects such as 
.·. ·· · nrerep--·e·f ·:,:~t):1:· indi::viduai·s, be~.ng·-found· on·· Tran·sect · 5 o ·· Shallow water 
t rans:ects ·· 'Soch':: ·as .. Tr:ans ects - 2 7 and · 14, prod need ·· no · ·ind~vid uals ~· Many 
tr:a"Q.sects ·im~:l:uded. sampling a:reas which were ·.void·: of ·members of 
.. this family. 
· The?lµlm~s·-;af:: individua·ls.; · :a:lL:trans,ec:ts·: cqmbined, increased 
·from"llO-individu9:ls per:square.meter in Jqne:to 1g.o individuals 
per. squar:e .. meter in Octobeto. The·.maximuni. tr.a:I).sect;· .. average was 
:···. 
-:~ :'. 
found. on{~ransec:t··s ·where •474: individuals. per. square .meter were. 
·:)J 
collecte&; ·· Transect· 22, a deep·wat.er.transect,. and 'T1;ansect 29, 
... a .. shallo:vrwater·transect; had·.no. tubificids" _.These .. tran:;;ects are 
... in: arms· leadin-g·.fnto· the·· lake,·· and· the~e is _a .. possibility of. some· 
.. type ,·of: substrate int~raction whicl;i. would precluc;J.e the presence of 
Tubifiddaea 
Ephemeridae· 
Iri·; the· Jume samples, · the·· ephemerids :.were definitely i11 .. a 
.. : minority· in· terms· of·· numb·ers, ·composing only .11Z of· the total 
.. (Table·XIII) o • The· max±mum mean· number per square.me.teir per transect 
was, .266: individua'.1-s c:per square meter, (Trans-ect.1) o _ Typically, 
de~p: wat,er--· transects ,were• void, of ·individual'$ and. the epheme1dds 
. tended· to :be ·located ·in .shallow .watero. _ ....... . 
. ' 
The;:overal.l mean num'ber of_ individuals :per meter square. is 
higher. in Octob~r. than in Juneo There was, one· observed e'ijl.ergeµce, 
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. .of.mayfly adults·±n·the··l:atter part·of·July~ · Craven·,(1967) found 
tl;la.t. the: popola·tfon ·,numbers· of · Ephemeridae·: in Boomer. Lake. (approx- . 
. imately .. 1'6--k:tlome·ters: east of··Lak~ Carl ·Blackwel,l) in· October were 
.. grea~r: than:~ the:· populatien··.esti'f!lS,ted ·-fn-· June·; ; though· the relation-
ship ·was ·--the··op:posite for:biemass ·estimates·~- 'fherefore, aft;er the 
.emergence; ·the--smaller±nqividual-s :wer~··more'abundant:·while in -the 
' 
spring, · there· were f~wer·:larg·e individuals~· The; decline in numbers. 
was caused. by-·natu-ral--morta:ltty · a~d predation. 
Culicida~ 
The·;majority· of· the· Culiti:id:a.e :we+e· Chaoborus· sp~ ··- The distri~ 
bu tion ~ o:(: ·· the • individuals· c·ollected ·.was· consisten t;iy 1:1,mi ted · to . 
deeper ·wa·~er~ .. The ·maximum m:ean·-rulmb•er;pe-r:··sqoare··meter _found. in 
June· samples .. was · 2·66·· individuds (T_ransec t ;-7) • . No individu_als 
were· found·· on T:rans·ect -- 18· and·_: seve;al transects ·had one· or . more, 
.samples~wbich·were~void:of\culicids. 
In the~_octol;>er·sampl·es; the·culicids:·.we'.t'.e th~- dom:1-nant family 
.in. terms of numbers~ The maximum.mean.numb.er.per square meter per 
tral'!-se·ct·of· 2949· in,cdividuals··was ... found :on .. :r;an~ect .. 22 ·in deep .water.· 
The ·maxi;mum:.m,,mber per square meter _for any one family was 7232 
cu.licids · on· Transect 1 in ,Area ,So · 
CHAPTER·VIII 
ORGANISM-SUBSTRATE RELATIONSHIPS 
Depth, of Sed.iment 
The·presence of a.habitable substrate is undoubtedly a significant 
factor influencing the distribution of macroinvertebrates. For many 
organisms, especially the burrowing forms, there must exist a.minimal 
amount of suita~le substrate to provide foo~ and cover. Hunt (1~53) 
pointed out that He~agenia would not burrow in a~tificial substrates,, 
presumably because the substrates were too coarse.. Similarly, 
Pennak (1953) stated that acquati~ oligochaetes, ·including Tubificidae, 
feed on and burrow in.bottom mud. 
The, concept ,of minimum substrate requirement was ,.tested in. this . 
study, but theresults were not conclusive. A scattergram (Figure 12) 
of number~ of individuals collec~ed at various sediment depths does 
not demonstrate. the minimum valtie concept. A _probablJ; explanation 
is that; the ,sampling technique was .. not sufficiently accurate to 
measure ... sediment depths less than 3 cm (O,l feet), A method for 
meast1ring sediment less than 3 cm·(O,l feet) in depth would be. 
essential to ev:alu.!ite the minimum substrate hypothesis. 
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Total Biomass 
During the June sampling, .about 30% of the variability of the 
total biomass coul.d be. explained, by variation .in six independent . 
variaqles (Table XIV). Water depth, hydrogen ion concentration, 
and organic content of the sediment, made highly significant contri-
butions to the regression analysis (t greater than t 4 f) 
.01,, 8 d O 
This relationship can be expressed in.a regression equation in the 
following form: 
Y = 2.64 .- 0.29x1 + 1.08x2 - 14.62x3 
where Y is the biomass estimate, and 2.64 is the Y axis intercept. 
The numbers, -Q.29, 1.08, and -14,62 are regression slopes and 
xi, x2 , and x3 are the independent variables, water depth, organic 
content, and hydrogen.ion concentration. Particle diameter, depth 
of sediment and specific gravity were not statistically significant 
(t .less than.t. 05 ~ 84 df ). 
The sign and magnitude of the correlation coefficients yield 
some insight·into.the relationsl;lip of these indepe~dent variables 
with the biomass of macrobenthos. Both t~e water .depth and hydrogen 
ion concentration gave significant negative correlations,.while the 
organic cqntent was positively c~rrelated with the biomass of 
invertebrates. This would indicatf;! . that .the total biomass in the 
spring could be described as.a decreasing function of water depth 
and hydrogen ion concentration and simultaneously as an increasing 
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function of the'organic content of the sediment. These r1;:lationships 
occured in spite of the significant· positive relationship between 
wate.r depth and organic content. 
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In the summer.samples, neither the regression analysis nor 
correlation coefficients demonstrated significant relationships 
between total biomass and the independent variables, as was found for 
the spring samples. The possibility of an increase in the variability 
in the biomass (dependent variable) can.be rejected as the coefficient 
of variability (Steel and Torrie, 1960: 179) was less in the summer 
samples than in the spring samples (Table XIV), The standard error 
of estimate of the regression (Steel and Torrie, 1960: 278) was 
greater .in the summer samples than in the spring samples, indicating 
an increase in the variability of the independent variables. 
In the fall, the independent variables were again able to 
account fqr a significant amount of the variation of total biomass 
of macroinvertebrates (Table XIV). However, depth of sediment was 
the.only independent variable which made statistically significant 
(t greater than t.Ol, 83 df) contributions tp the regression 
equation~ although the.median particle diameter approached signifi-
cance at the 10% level. 
Ephemeridae 
Craven (1967) gave evidence that He:x:agenia in Boomer Lake 
followed a one,year life cycle. If this hypothesis is true~ the 
mayfly naiads collected in the spring sampling period from Lake Carl 
Blackwell hatched in the preceding summer, The large, pre-emergent 
naiads require large burrows, and hence a slightly different substrate 
than the .smaller: individuals of the late summer and early fall, 
Statistical analysis revealed a positive relationship between biomass 
of these individuals and the organic content of the sediment, and 
TABLE XIV 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION BETWEEN TOTAL·BIOMASS OF PRINCIPLE 
MACROBENTHOS(DfPENDENT VARIABLE) AND SIX SEDIMENT 
PARAMETERS (INDEPENDENT VARIABLES), AND 
CORRELATION BETWEEN BIOMASS OF 
PRINCIPLE TAXA AND THE SAME 
SEDIMENT PARAMETERS 
Statistic 
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Dependent 
Variables F R 
Coefficient of 
Determination 
SPRING 
Total biomass 
Chironol!lidae 
Tubificidae · 
Ephemeridae 
Culicidae. 
SUMMER 
Total biomass 
Chironomida.e 
Tubificidae 
Ephemeridae 
Culicidae 
FALL 
Total biomass 
Chironomidae 
Tubificidae 
Ephemeridae 
Culicidae 
6.060**2 
1. 795 
,457 
L887 
,597 
L654 
,843 
,373 
3,847** 
1.278 
4.572** 
,392 
.393 
6,457** 
L475 
,550 
.337 
.177 
.345 
.202 
,338 
.248 
,168 
.480 
.301 
,501 
,167 
,167 
,566 
,312 
30,2% 
11.3% 
3.1% 
11.9% 
4.0% 
11.4% 
12.2% 
L4% 
23.1% 
9.1% 
25,0% 
2.9% 
72.1% 
33,2% 
9,7% 
1Independent variables were median particle diameter, organic 
content, hydrogen ion concentration, depth of water, depth of 
sediment, and specific gravity, · 
2** indicate statistical significance at the ,01 level with 
appropriate ~egress of freedom, 
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negative relationships between the depth of water, and the specific 
gravity of the sediment, The negative correlations with dept;h of 
water and specific gravity of the sediment suggests a preference of 
the larger individuals for the larger particles for burrow construc-
tion, The larger particles were principally found in the shallower 
areas of the lake (Figures 6 and 7), However, shallow water sediments 
also have higher concentrations of o~ygen at the sediment-wate1' 
inter.face than the deeper waters which upon stratification, . quickly 
manifest oxygen depletion, 
The genus Hexagenia,sp, was described by Hunt (1953) as "mud 
eaters",· Hunt (1953) also suggests.that Hexagenia derive nourishment 
from organic material which is ingested with the .mud. The positive 
correlation obtained between biomass of Hexagenia and organic content 
lend statistical evidence to support speculation about the dependence 
of mayflies on an organic substrate, 
Summer samples show strongly negative relationships between 
the biomass of mayflies and the three independent variables, water 
depth, specific gravity, and hydn;igen ion concentration of· the 
sedimento The strength of these re.lation.ships may indicat~ an active 
avoidance of deeper water or decreased survival in deep water, 
Hydrogen ion concentration and specific gravity increased with 
increasing water depth. Hunt (1953) states than Hexagenia limbata 
was not q,dversely affected by water pH ranging from 7,4 to 9,6, 
Any avoidance of profundal sediments in Lake Carl Blac.kwell was due 
to anoxic conditions developed at the sediment-water inte1Eface, 
Oxygen depletion near the bottom was noted during July for one.week. 
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The high hydrogen fon cdncentratfon indicates a. high respiration rate 
a$sociated with the oxygen depletion,. 
According to findings of Craven (1967) on Boomer Lake, the 
population of Ephemeridae.samples in the fall.samples would be only· 
young individuals, T~e mean biomass per sample was equtvalent to 
that: of the spring samples, but.the numbers of individuals per sample. 
was larger indicating smaller body size. In the fall, the major 
environmental factors ·to which the.biomass of Ephemeridae was related 
were the depth of water, specific gravity, and median particle 
diameter of the sediment, The,positive .relationship to the median 
particle diameter c~mplements findings of.a negativ~ correlation of 
biomass of mayflies to the.water depth and spe<!ific gravity of·the 
sediment. These results would again indicate that the naiads were 
loca,ted .in the shallower waters.where the ,sediment particles have a 
lat"ger.median diamet~r. 
Chironomidlae 
Chironomid larvae build tubes in "soft, mucky" substrates a.nd 
feed on organic detritus (Usinger, 1963), In June, organic cqntent 
waa the.single environmental variable which was significant in 
explaining the variation in,chironomid biomass. During the summer 
andfall, however, the distribution of the Chironomida~ was.statis-
tically random with respect to .the sediment parameters: (Table XIV), 
.. 
Habitat preferences of .the diverse genera impart·an ubiquitous 
disl:ribution to. the family whex,. cwnsiden::ed as a whole, 
Culicidae and Tubificidae 
The distribution of biomass of Culicidae larvae,. and aquatic 
oligochaetes of the family Tubifiddae, was statistically random 
with respect to the.sediment parameters studied, This observation 
supports previous findings by Baker (1918) that these forms have 
non-specific habitat requirements. The tolerance·of a wide range. 
of substrate and compounding environmental variables associated with 
substrate characteristics indicates a large ecological valence 
(Allee .and Schmidt, 1951: 26), In fact, this large valence and 
independence of substrate characteristics undoubtedly accounts for 
their ubiquitous occurrence in profundal sediments, 
CONCLUSIONS 
The· loss.on ignition method for determination of organic content. 
of sediment wa.s inaccurate due toa high clay content, which loses 
hygroscopic moisture upon heatingo The loss on ignition method 
gave highly variable results which did not represent·the organic, 
content of Lake Carl Blackwell sediments as measured by the chromic 
acid oxidation method, 
The,organic content of sediment from Lake Carl Blackwell was 
greater in October than in June, 19670 During the five month period 
studied, when autochthonous organic inflow was very low, autochthonous· 
material was apparently produced at a :rate significantly higher 
tha11 the rate of respiration because pf significant ine;isease in 
organic material in October as compared to June sampleso 1;,, 
The a.ccumula.tion of.organic matter during the summer produced. 
a high rate of respiration at.the sediment-water interface in deep 
water as noted by the low sediment pH values o. Moreover, while 
moderate amouP,ts of dissolved oxygen were found near the interface, 
a short period of thermal stratification which occured in July was 
quickly followed by complete ,exhaustion of hypolimnetic oxygeno High 
hydrogen ion concentratio~s in the sediment-water interface·probably 
resu,lt.from aci~ic end-products of respirationo A high cffrrelatfon 
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was found between the organic content of the sediment and the 
associated hydrogen ion concentration, 
It was hypothesized that a minimum depth of substrate must be 
present to provide a suitable habitat fpr burrowing forms,· This 
relationship could not be.demonstrated, Thesmallest amount of 
sediment which. cou+d be.measured with the spud bar (0,1 feet) was 
considered too gross.a measurement to test the hypothesis. 
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Two types of sediment cycling processes are in progress in the 
lake, Resuspension of shallow sediment by wave action occurs .in the 
western.end of the .lake, and the.sediment is moyed to the .eastern end· 
of .the lake by wind-blown currents, In one instance, the author 
observed a distinct.band of sediment-laden.water in the area of 
Transect.6 which was visibly moving eastward. In addition, there was 
a greater mean depth of sediment on Transect 7 in October ~han in 
June, . This area .would ·rec~iv~ sediment. from the large ,shallow area 
immediately to.the west, There is a great deal of similarity between. 
the particle size composition of the sediment between La~e Carl·. 
Bla.ckwell and Lake Cha.uta.uqua, Illinois, where sediment cycling has 
been reported, A second type of sediment cycling process resulted 
from resuspension of sediments . in nearshore a1eeas and movement to 
deeper water .by the wave action, . Turbidity was often higher in 
wind-swept shore,areas, where sediment was being resuspended by wave. 
action, Wave built terraces, as indicated by the. depth of sediment 
measurements, were present: in O:ctobe·r on Transec.ts 2 and 1 along 
the north shore, 
The mean median pancticle diameter of the sediment was lairgeir· in 
June than Octoberq It was assumed. that. this was due t«:? wind,-:caused. 
turbulence·in the water which would tend to maintain the finer. 
particles. in suspension" · However, mean turbidity values were found 
to :be greater in_October than in Juneo 
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Turbulen.ce and· resuspension of. the lake sediments was at a peak 
in the fall and lowest in June. This can be .infer:r·ed. from the amount 
· of sediment present in June .. and October (Table. V) o In addHion, · 
the percent. of total area represent~d by a phi . value less than six .. 
(large particles) was greater in.June.than in October (Table III)o 
The standard deviation _for the median phi value was smaller in June. 
than ._in October, indicating .that the partire.le size cqmposition 
was more constant in June than in' Octobero Variation ii;t particle 
size composi~ion_could be caused by the grading action o:f waves, 
which would rem~ve small particles from shallow areas, thereby 
causing a. lower median phi valuea 
The,distribution of benthic macroinvertebrates could be 
determined, at !~a.st in part, by three of six substrate or environ-. 
m~n~~l charaGteristic~o · During the June samples, depth.of water, 
organic c~ntent of sediment and hydrogen.ion concentration _contributed 
significantly to the explanation of the variation of total biomass 
of·benthic macroinvertebrateso During the fall, however, the varia-
tion of the total benthic biomass was significantly related to.only 
one variable, the depth of sedimento However~ median particl~ 
diameter approacqed significance a1~ the ,10% leveL 
Ephemerids were found p:t'imarily in the shalfow wat~r areas Q • 
Typically deep water transect:s were 'lroid. of indiidduals, while t~e 
majority were co:)l.lec11;ed from shallQw water aZ'eas Q Th~· _distribution. 
of the family Ephemeridae was correlated to the.substrate anµ 
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environmental characteristics, Statistically significant positive 
relationships were found between the biomass of mayflies and the 
organic content of .the sediment, the depth of water, and the specific 
gravity, It has been pre•,1iously suggest~d that mayflies derive 
nourishment from the organic material in the mud they ingest and 
that·they avoid anoxic deeper water.areas. 
The distribution of chironomid larvae was affected by the 
organic co~tent of the sediment in .which they burrow, In June., 
the organic content of the sediment was the only environmental. 
variable which contributed significantly td the distribution of.the 
biomass ·of chironomid larvae, 
The distribution of Culicidae and Tubificidae was found to be 
statisti,cally random with respect to the sediment parameters studied, 
Their large ecological valence for substrate and other habitat· 
characteristics helps account for theilt wide distribution. 
The chironomid population at Lake Carl Blackwell is relatively 
stable, The distribution and number 'DJf individuals collected is 
similar in both the June and.October samples, The culic.ids were 
found primarily in deep watero 
The tubifici.ds are. found in deep water profu.nda.l sediments in 
the main body of the lake, Deep wate,r transects generally yielded 
the highest average number of individuals per squa.ire meter, 
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APPENDIX A 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT 
VARIABLES WITHIN SAMPLE SITES 
Source Degrees Sum 
of of of Me.an 
Variation Freedom Squares Square .F 
Coarse Sand 
Between samples 2 00863 0432 00003 
Within samples 81 100710438 1240339 
Total 83 100720301 
Fine Sand 
Between samples 2 124 0 214 620107 0.,605 
Within samples 81 83030974 1020518 
Total 83 84280188 
Coarse Silt 
Between samples 2 134, 791 61,396 0,435· 
Within samples 81 12540 0 916 154,821 
Total 83 12675,766 
Fine Silt 
Bet.ween samples 2 110 0 643 55,321 0, 185 
Within samples 81 24247,687 299,354 
Total 83 24358,330 
Coarse Clay 
Between samples 2 22.371 1L186 
Within samples 81 2770,673 34,206 
Total 83 2793,045 
Fine Clay 
Between samples 2 2,349 L 1'7,4 0,769 
Within samples 81 123,695 L527 
Trot al 83 126,043 
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Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
Between samples 
Within samples 
Total 
2 
81 
83 
2 
81 
83 
APPENDIX.A (Continued) 
Very Fine Clay 
1.154 
116 .464 
117.619 
Specific Gravity 
0,187 
3.779 
3.966 
0.577 
L438 
0.093 
0.047 
Chironomidae--Biomass Wet Weight 
2 
81 
83 
97.648 
24259.147 
24356,795 
Tubificidae--Biomass Wet Weight 
2 
81 
83 
184.249 
212650677 
21449 0926 
Ephemeridae--Biomass Wet Weight 
2 
81 
83 
21.597 
1136920004 
113713.601 
Culicidae--Biomass Wet Weight 
2 
81 
83 
764.736 
1162930074 
U7057. 810 
Total Biomass Wet Weight 
2 
81 
83 
0.741 
21L369 
212.110 
48.824 
299.496 
92.125 
262.539 
10.798 
1403.605 
3820368 
1435.717 
0.310 
2.609 
Chironomidae--Biomass Dry Weight 
2 
81 
83 
lOL.562 
20722.986 
20824.549 
50.781 
255.839 
10 
0,401 
2.004 
0.163 
00351 
00008 
0.266 
0.142 
o. 198 
APPENDIX A (Continued) 
Tubificidae--Biomass Dry Weight 
Between samples 2 134,282 67.141 0.184 
Within samples· 81 29542.855 '364. 727 
Total 83 29677 .137 
Ephemeridae-·Biomass Dry Weight 
Between sampl,ee 2 100583 5.291 0.003 
Within samples 81 129411.588 1597.674 
Total 83 129422.172 
Culicidae--Biomass Dry Weight 
Between samples 2 670.574 335.287 0.228 
Within samples 81 119182 .166 1471.385 
Total 83 119852.740 
Total Biomass Dry Weight 
Between samples 2 0.008 Oc004 o. 190 
Within samples 81 L711 0,021 
Total 83 1.719 
Depth of Water 
Between samples 2 3.001 ll.500 0.259 
Within samples 81 4690374 5.795 
Total 83 472.376 
Surface Tempe·rature 
Between samples 2 Oa 723 0.362 0.091 
Within samples 81 321.533 3.970 
Total 83 322.256 
Bottom Temperature 
/ 
Between samples 2. Oo:230 00115 0.029 
Within· samples 81 319.018 3.938 
Total 83 319 0248 
Surfaic.e O:xyge:n 
Between samples 2 Ool87 0.093 0.011 
Within samples 81 664.750 8.207 
Total 8.3 6640931 
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Botto~ Oxygen. 
Between samples 2 0.368 0 .184 0.018 
Within samples 81 808,685 9,984 
Total 83 809.053 · 
Turbidity 
Between samples 2 0,002 0.001 0.013 
Within samples 81 0.628 0;008 
Total 83 0.630 
Depth of Sediment 
Between samples 2 0.268 0.134 o. 779 
Within samples 81 13.956 0.172 
Total 83 14.224 
Percent of Organic Matter 
Between samples 2 0.009 0.004 0.030 
Within samples 81 10.922 0.135 
Total 83 10 0 931 
F.o5; s1,2 df = 3.10; F.01; e1,2 df = 4.90 
APPENDIX B 
NANCY NORTON FORTRAN S1URCE LIST 
!SN S~URCE STATEMENT 
O HRFTC M.A IN 
l CO~MON/~NO/IVAR1,IVAR2 
2 ASSIGN 5'.)00 TO IVARl 
3 IVAR2=1 
4 TPE.R =O 
5 KNT=O 
6 OIMENS10N TTMi(20l,REA01201,!CALE17l,PfRCNTl201,DIAl2Dl,Zl201 
7 Oir~ENSID'I XPERl201,XO!lll201 1 CONIBI ,PfRNl:WI 71, IPFRNWl71 
10 OI~ENSION P~RDIVl201~PERDl20) 
11 Dl~ENSION PERl7l,CON2161 
12 DATA CON2/l.,.5,.0625,.0182,.0039,.001/ 
13 OATA CONl2.0,0.42,0.062~.o.01,,o.004,1.001,0.0005,0,0/ 
14 REAJJ 15,101 (SCALF.Ill, l=l,71 
21 10 FORMAT 17FS.21 
22 11 WRITE 16,121 
23 12 FORMAT llHll 
24 15 DO 96000 IIIT=l,20 
25 PE'WIVI II I I l=O.O 
26 96000 PFRJJIIIIIl=O.O . 
30 R!::AD I ~,201 Nfl,NAMH,N4MEl',N.AMF3,NiJR ,WT, lilYD,OENSTY 
37 20 FORMAT 113,1X,3A6,12,F3.l,ll,F3.21 
40 WRITE 16,301 NAME1 1 NAME2,NAME3 
41 30 FORMAT 11HQ,3A61 
42 WRITE 16,311 NO 
43 31 FORMAT llH ~llHSAMPLE Nci, ~131 
44 \'!RITE 16,351 WT 
45 .35 F•JRMAT I lH0,2?.HTOTAL SAMPLE WEIGHT = ,F4. t I 
46 WRITE.' 16,401 IHYD 
47 40 FORMAT llH ,15HHYDROMETER NO. ,111 
50 WRITE 16,411 OENSTY . 
51 41 FORMAT llH ,19HSPECIFIC GRAVITY= ,FS.21 
52 WRITE 16,421 
53 420FORMAT llHO,llX,llHREAOING N0.,11X,12~TIME ELAPSEO,l1X,7HREADING, 
54 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
70 
73 
76 
. lC) 1 
104 
107 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
ll1X,l7HPERCENT OF SAMPLE,llX,l7HPARTICLE OIAMETfRI 
RFAO 15;451 ITlMEfll,RFADIII, l=l,NORI 
45 FORMAT 14X,F5.l,F3.l,F5.1,F3.l,F5.l,Flol,F5.1,F3,1,F5.l,F3.l,F5.l, 
1F3.l,F5.l,F3.l~F5.1,F3.J,F~.l~F3,ll ! . 
00 130 l=l,NOR . 
PERCNTlll=IRFAJJIII/WTl*lOO.O 
XPERlll=PERCNTIII 
IFIREADlll.LT.10.0J GO TO 50 
IF(READII).LT.20.DI GO TO 60 
IFIREAOII).LT.30.0i GO TO 70 
IFIREADIII.LT.40.0I GO TO ~0 
IFIRFAOIII.LT.50.0I GO TO 90 
IFIREAftlll.LT.60.0I GO TO 100 
·50 XL=SCALEl11-IIREADlll~O.Ol*CISCALEill-SCALEl211/lO.OIJ 
GO TO 105 
60 XL=SCALEl21-l(READlll-10.0l*IISCALEl2l~SCALE1311/10.0II 
GO TO 105 
70 XL=SCALEl31-IIREADlll-20.0l*ICSCALEl31-SCALEl411/10.0II 
GO H' 105 
80 XL=SCALEi41-IIREAOlll-30,0l*IISCALE{41-SCALEl511/lO.OII 
GO TO 105 . 
90 XL•SCALEl51-IIREADlll-40.0l*CtSCALEl51-SCALEC61illO.OII 
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!SN SOURCE STArEMENT 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
131 
132 
136 
137 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
. 150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
157 
161 
162 
163 
164 
167 
170 
171 
172 
174 
17':i 
176 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
20l! 
211 
212 
214 
215 
216 
217 
220 
221 
224 
225 
226 
227 
231 
232 
233 
GO TO 105 
100 XL•SCALEl6l-i(READlll-50,0l*(ISCALF(61-SCALEl711110,0I I 
105 X=l,000216/IDENSTY-,9937lll*IIXL+l2,2551/TIMF(III 
DIA( I l=SQRTI XI 
XOIA( IJ=DIA( II 
110 WRITE 16,1201 I,TIMElll,REAJ)lll,PERCNTIIl,DIA(II 
120 FORMAT ( lH ,.15X,12,19X,F6, l ,15X,f4, l ,17X,F7,2,2t°X,F8,5l 
130 CONTINUE 
DO 131 I•hNOR 
131 IFIPERCNTIIl,GT,100,1 PE'RCNTlll=lOO, 
00 133 l•l,NOR 
IFI.I,GE,21 GO TO 137 
PERDlll=lOO,-PERCNTlll 
Gfl TO 133 
132 J=l-1 
PFRDIIl=PERCNTIJI-PERCNT(II 
133 CONTINUF. 
PERD(NOR+ll=PERCNTINORI 
DIAINOR+ll=O,O 
DO 135 l=l,R 
I (=I 
IF !DI Al 11, GF ,CON( 111 GO TO 136 
135 CONTINUE 
GO TO 90000 
136 IP=l 1-i 
00 137 1=1,JP 
IF( I ,l:O,IPI. GO TO 138 
PERO IV I I I= I I CON I I I -CON 11 t l l I/ I CON I l l-0 I A 11111 *PFRD I 1 I 
GO TO 137 
138 PERO IV 111 =I ICOI\I( I )-1)1 Al 11-l/ ICON( 11-0IA 11111 *P EROl ll 
13 7 COI\I TI NUE 
NORl=NOR+l 
00 200 1=2,NORl 
IFIDIAIIl,LT,CONIIIII GO TiJ 139 
PERDIVIIPl=PERDIVIIPl+PERDIJI 
GO TO 200 
139 K=ll+l 
DO 210 J•K,8 
II2=J 
IFIDIAIIl,Lf,CON(JII GO TO 210 
GO TO 211 
710 CONTINUE 
GO TO 95000 
211 IP2=112-l 
OENOM=DIAll-11-DIAIII 
PERDJV( IPl=PERDIVIIPl+I (DIA( 1-11-CON( .1111/DE!llOMl*PFRDI I I 
DO 220 J=ll,IP2 
IFIJ,EQ,IP21 GO T0·300 
PERD[VIJl=l(CON(JI-CONIJtlll/DENOMl*PERO(II 
GO TO 220 
300 PERDIV~Jl=(ICON(Jl-DIAIIII/OENOM)*PERD(II 
220 CONTINUE 
11=112 
IP=IP2 
200 CON Tl NUE 
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(SN SOURCE STATEME~T 
235 506 WRITE 16,5101 PERDIVltl 
236 510 FORMAT 11Hl,54X,11HCOARSE SAND,13X,~7.21 
7.37 WRITE 16,5201 PERDIVl21 
240 520 FORMAT ClH ,55X,9HF1NE· SAND,14X,F7.21 
241 WRITE (6,5301 PEROIVl31 
242 530 FORMATClH ,54X,11HCOARSE ~ILT,13X,F7.21 
243 WRITE i6,5401 PERDIVl41 
244 540 FORMATllH ,55X,9HfiNE SILT,14X.,F7.21 
245 WRITE (6,5501 PERDIV~51 
246 550 Fr'lRMATllH 1 54X,11HCOARSE CLAY,13X,F7.21 
247 WRITE 16,5601 PERDIVl61 
250 560 FORMATllH ,55X,9HFINE CLAY,l4X,F7.21 
251 WR(TF 16,5701 PERDiVl71 
252 570 FORMAT( lH ,52X.14HVERY FINE. CLAY,12X,F7.21/I 
253 DO 601 1=1,7 
254 601 PERCll=PERDIV(II 
256 IF(PFR(ll - 50.I 610,610,620 
257 670 OIFFl = 100. - 50. 
760 D(FF2 = CON21ll-CON2121 
261 OIFF3 = PERlll - 50. 
267 X = DIFF3 * DIFF2IDIFF1 
263 XMEO = X + CON2121 
264 GO TO 611 
265 610 PERA= P~R(ll + PERl2~ 
266 IF( PERA - 50. I 612,617, 621 
267 621 DIFF4 100. - PERlll 
7.70 OlFFl = OIFF4 - 50. 
271 OIFF2 = CON2121 - CON2131 
272 DIFF3 = PERA - 50. 
273 X = DIFF3 * DIFF2/01Ffl 
274 XMED = CON2(31 + X 
275 GO TO 611 
276 612 PERB •PERA+ PFRl31 
277 lflPERB - 50.I 613,613,622 
300 622 DIFF4 100 .... PERA 
301 DIFFl • Oli=F4 - 50~ 
302 .DIFF2 • CtiN2131 - CON2141 
363 DlfF3 = P~RB • 50~ 
304 X = DJFF3 * D(FF2/0IFFl 
305 XMED = CON2141 + X 
306 GO TO 611 
307. 613 PERC • PERB + PER141 
310 IFIPERC - 50.1614,614,623 
311 623 O(FF~ 100. -PERB 
312 DlFFl = DIFF4 • 50. 
313 DIFF2 = CON2141 - CON2(51 
114 DIFF3 • PERC - 50. 
315 X = DIFF3*DIFF2/DIFF1 
316 X~ED = CON2151 + X 
317 GO Tn 611 
320 614 PERF = PERC + PEAt51 
321 (FIPERF - 50.I 615,615,624 
322 624 D(FF4 100. - PERC. 
323 DIFFl DIFF4 - 50. 
324 DlfF2 CON2(,;J ~ CON216l 
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325 DIFF3 = PERF - 50. 
326 X = DIFF3 * OIFF2/0IFFl 
327 XMEO ~ CON2161 + X 
330 GO TO 611 
331 615 PERF = PF.RF + PERl61 
332 IF !PERE - 50.1 616,616,625 
333 625 OIFF4 100. - PERF 
334 OIFFl = DIFF4 - 50. 
335 DIFF2 = CON2151 - CON2161 
336 OIFF3 = PFRE - 50, 
337 X = DIFF3 * DIFF2/DIFFl 
340 GO TO 611 
341 616 PERG =PERE+ PERl71 
342 IF IPERE - 50,I 617,617,626 
343 626 DIFF4 = 100, - PERE 
344 DIFFl = DIFF4 - 50, 
345 OIFF2 = CON2151 - CON2161 
346 DIFF3 = PERG - 50, 
347 X = OIFF3 * OIFF2/DIFFl 
350 GO TO 611 
351 617 WRITE 16,6001 NO 
352 600 FORMATl1X,13,41HTOTAL OF PERCENTAGES NOT GREATER THAN 50,1 
353 611 PHI = -IALOGlOIXMEOI/ALOG1012,II , 
354 WRITE (6,6301 XMED,PHI 
355 630 FORMAT llH ,47X,24HMEOIAN PARTICLE DIA~ETER,7X,Fl0,5/1H ,54X,10HME 
lDIAN PHI,14X,Fl0,51 
356 CALL XLOT IOIA,3,PF.RCNT,O,Z,O,NOR,1,1,3,2,0,ll 
357 GO TO 11 
360 90000 WRITEl6,9000ll 
361 90001 FORMATl8~1ERROR 11 
362 GO TO 15 
363 95000 WRITE(6,9500ll 
364 95001 FORMATIBHlERROR 21 
365 GO TO 15 
366 5000 CALL EXIT 
367 END 
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